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Résumé. - La structure et la conductibilité électrique de microémulsions ont été étudiées dans
la région concentrée. Dans la zone où la structure de la gouttelette reste inchangée par la concen-
tration, la variation de la conductivité sur 5 décades s’interprète bien par un modèle de percolation.
Au-delà de l’empilement aléatoire compact des gouttelettes, la structure s’inverse (eau/huile ~
huile/eau) et la conductivité change de mécanisme.

Abstract. - We present a study of structure and electrical conductivity in concentrated micro-
emulsions. In the concentration range where the structure of the droplet is unchanged, the giant
changes of the conductivity over 5 decades are interpreted in terms of a percolation model. Above
the random packing fraction density the structure is inverted (w/o ~ o/w). The mechanism of
conductivity is modified.
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1. Introduction. - Microemulsions are transparent
liquid dispersions of two immiscible liquids (i.e. water
and oil). In a wide range of composition they are
composed of minute droplets surrounded by a film of
amphiphilic molecules. Many questions remain about
the domain where the ratio of water to oil is high
(concentrated region).

Several studies of these systems of both fundamental
and industrial importance, have appeared recently
[1-5].

In a recent paper [6], we described the structure of
the elementary droplet of microemulsions containing
water, cyclohexane, sodium dodecylsulphate and

1-pentanol. It has been shown that the structure of
the droplet may be kept constant when the water
concentration is varied.

In the present paper, we present a structural study
and measurements of the electrical conductivity of
microemulsions as a function of water concentration
in the high concentration range. The variable contrast
method in neutron scattering is used as a tool to detect
the changes of the structure.

(*) E.R.A. 542 du Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique.

2. Neutron scattering study. - Let us recall that,
in the static approximation and for particles with
spherical symmetry, the expression for the coherent
scattering cross-section separates into two terms, one
reflecting the internal structure of the particle and the
other the correlations between particles so that, if the
contrast is varied at constant concentration, informa-
tion on the internal structure is obtained.
The variation of the intensity i, extrapolated to

zero value of the momentum transfer q, is propor-
tional to the contrast factor K of the particle which
can be written :

p. is the mean scattering length of the solvent and the
particle is divided into homogeneous parts of volume
vi with mean scattering length pl.
From expression (1) it is clear that the plot of

~/~=o as a function of p. is linear for an homodis-
perse sQlution of particles [7]. The value of p. corres-
ponding to the minimum (which is zero for perfectly
homodisperse particles) gives a relationship between
the t?/s and p i’s.

In the case of dilute microemulsions, a model of
spherical droplets with two densities corresponding
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to the water core and to the interfacial film has shown
to be valid [6]. If Rw and Ro are the radii corresponding
to the boundaries of the interfacial film, respectively,
with the water and the oily phase, the condition of
zero contrast reduces to a particularly simple expres-
sion :

where Pw, p,, po are the scattering length densities of,
respectively
- the water core,
- the protonated part of the interfacial film (soap

and excess pentanol as shown in [6]),
- the continuous phase which contains cyclo-

hexane, pentanol and a small amount of water.
With this notation, (2) remains valid even in the

case of an inverted (oil/water) system (Fig. 1).

w -

FIG, I. - Sc~matic representation of the contrast used in smallFIG. 1. - Schematic representation of the contrast used in small
angle neutron scattering experiments. Indexes w. o. I. refer res-

pectively to oil, water and interface. a) correspond to usual w/o
microdroplet and b) to an inverse (o/w) system.

Several points should be noted :

a) The range of variation of p (in our case po or pw)
is usually limited by chemical considerations and it

may not be possible to reach the point of zero contrast
(Figs. 2 Ib and 2 IIa). In this case, the extrapolation
of the curve -1 i(~P) still gives the zero contrast value
of p, but with a poorer precision.

b) The depth of the minimum is related to the

polydispersity of the system ; a quantitative correlation
is difficult to find but qualitative information may be
obtained.

c) Ro and po in equation (2) are both functions of
the partition coefficient of the alcohol, respectively,
between the continuous phase and the interfacial film.
As these quantities have to be consistent with the
total alcohol amount, both Rw/ Ro and the excess of
pentanol are determined by equation (2).

d) When the condition of zero contrast is fulfilled,
the value of the scattering length of the external phase
is necessarily intermediate between the two other

n

FIG. 2. - The square root of the extrapolated zero angle scattering
intensity is plotted versus the volume fraction /) of deuterated

compound : a) C6H12-C6D12 mixture, b) H20-DZO mixture ;
I ~ = 0.0!7; I! cp,~=0.38.

values. This provides an easy way, either to determine
the external phase or to detect a phase inversion.

Figure 2 I shows the experimental results obtained
for a diluted microemulsion (labeled as type B in [6] :
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water to soap ratio of 2.5 in weight) with two different
variable contrasts. The two types of contrast a and b
give the same value for 7~/7~.
We used this method to check
- any change of the structure of the elementary

droplet,
- an eventual phase inversion of the structure, due

to concentration.

In fact, concentration is not easily defined in micro-
emulsions since several volumes for the droplet may
be considered :

- water volume,
- chemical volume corresponding to water +

soap + excess alcohol as shown in [6],
- hydrodynamical volume.
We will define as cpW the volume fraction of water

in the microemulsion. Following [6] the volume
fraction occupied by the droplets (water + chemical
interface) is given by

where x is the volume ratio of soap to water and YE
the volume ratio of excess alcohol to water; for B

type microemulsions, x = 0.345 and YE was evaluated
between 0.35 and 0.5 depending on the method of
measurement.

Table I shows that up to 9,, equal to 0.30 the struc-
ture of the droplet is unchanged.

TABLE I

Results of the variable contrast study for different
water volume fraction ~o,,. RW and Ro are the radii

limiting the interfacial film. YE is the ratio of ~ excess
alcohol to water (in volume) in the droplet as determined
in [6].

Figure 2 II shows that for volume fractions Pw
greater than 0.34, the aspect of the variable contrast
curve is completely different : with the (C6H12-C6D12)
mixture, one does not reach a minimum. If (C6D12,
H20-D20) contrast is used it is possible to reach a
minimum. The use of equation (2) shows that for
these high concentrations the external phase is the

aqueous phase, revealing a phase inversion. This phase
inversion in microemulsions has been frequently sup-
posed to occur in these systems but without definite
experimental proof.

It has to be noted that the variable contrast curve
of figure 2 II indicates a higher polydispersity of the
particles in the inverted phase. Some polydispersity
also appears just before the inversion point.

3. Electrical conductivity. - The measurements
were performed at 20 + 0.1 °C using a 600 Hz a.c.
current to avoid electrophoresis. As the conductivity
is sensitive to the composition, its value was measured
during the titration of the microemulsion by alcohol.
A maximum in the value of the conductivity is observed
at the clearing point. This maximum was considered
as the conductivity of the microemulsion. This experi-
mental procedure gives a reproducibility of about 2 per
cent.

Figure 3 presents the variation of the conductivity
of the type B microemulsion as a function of water
concentration.

FIG. 3. - Variation of the conductivity of a microemulsion (loga-
rithmic plot) versus water concentration.

It increases steeply (two orders of magnitude)
between qJw = 0.06 and qJw = 0.09 : in this range of
concentration the droplets fill around 15% of the
space which is the theoretical value of the percolation
threshold for hard spheres [8]. This led us to use

percolation theory to describe our results.
Let us recall that the percolation concept applies

to a random spatial distribution of identical objects :
above a critical value pc of the volumic concentration
of objects, an infinite path appears through them.
Various physical properties of the system, for instance
the mean conductivity, vary steeply around the per-
colation threshold (~ obeying universal laws inde-
pendent of the detailed physical properties of the
system. In the following, we analyse successively the
concentration dependence of the conductivity above
and below this threshold.

1) In the region above and in the vicinity of the
percolation threshold, numerical simulation and theo-
ry predict a power law [8] :
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where qJc is the percolation threshold and the exponent
t is around 1.6. In order to determine 9,, and t inde-

pendently, we plot G 1/x versus 9, for x = 1.4, 1.5,
1.6, 1.7 (Fig. 4). It appears that for x = 1.5 and 1.6,
the plot is satisfactorily linear. We thus propose the
value

FIG. 4. - Determination of the exponent and the threshold value ~e
of the power law of eq. (4) for the conductivity G above the perco-
lation threshold ~. 7~ is plotted for various x as a function of cpW.

The water concentration qJc at the threshold is
obtained by extrapolation to G 1/x = 0 :

The part of space filled by the droplets is, in fact,
due to the water and the corresponding volume of
the interphase.
At the threshold, the volumic fraction C~ of space

filled by the droplets is deduced from eq. (3) :

if YE = 0.5 ± 0.1.
This is in agreement with the theoretical value of

0.148 for a f.c.c. packing [8].
The agreement for both t and C~ with the values

predicted by percolation calculations confirms that
conductivity is controlled by percolation of the

droplets : above ~p~ there always exists an infinite

path through the droplets, much more conductive
than the continuous phase.
At pp = 0.332, which corresponds to the structure

modification observed by neutron scattering, the curve
of figure 3 exhibits a break and the conductivity
increases more rapidly. The part of space Cp filled
at pp by the droplets is :

which should be compared with the random packing
volume fraction for hard spheres : 0.637 [9].
The conductivity for this concentration is

This value may be compared to the value of the

conductivity of a NaCI solution containing the same
number of ions : 4.5 Sm -1. This relatively low value
of the conductivity Gp, may be understood if the
conduction in the interfacial films is the principal
conduction mechanism for qJc  qJw  ~p’ Indeed,
neutron scattering results insure that in this range of
concentration the aqueous cores of the droplets
remain completely disconnected. On the contrary, the
increase of conductivity when qJw &#x3E; q&#x3E;p could arise
from a progressive connection of the aqueous phase,
related to the structural inversion which is observed

by neutron scattering.

2) The phase transition theory predicts that the
conductivity of percolating conducting sites which
are fixed in an insulating medium seems to diverge
below the percolation threshold :

Very few predictions are available for S : the
effective medium theory gives S = 1 and lattice
simulations suggest that S = 0.7 in three dimen-
sions [10].
We must point out that in our case of a liquid

suspension, the mobility of the conducting particles
may completely transform the theoretical predictions.

Figure 5 presents a log-log plot of our conductivity
results versus (~p~ - qJw).

FIG. 5. - Log-Log plot of the conductivity G versus the volume
fraction (Pc - ~w) below Pc in order to check eq. (5).

When 0.008  (qJc - ~J  0.02 the plot is linear
and the experimental exponent S is found to be 1.32.
By contrast, the conductivity for very dilute micro-

emulsions ((~c - qJw) &#x3E; 0.02) varies approximately
as ~. This conduction, much greater than that of
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the continuous phase, could be due to the non-

neutrality of the mobile droplets.
As the mobility of the droplets has been previously

determined [6], it is possible to evaluate the mean
charge by droplet which is found of the order of one
electronic charge (one ion for 600 molecules of soap
in the interfacial film).
The variation of the conductivity below the thres-

hold seems thus to involve the mobility of the dro-
plets ; this could explain the departure of the S expo-

nent from the theoretical predictions valid only for
fixed conducting elements in an insulating medium.
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